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Abstract
Chemical expressions have more variant structures
in 2-D space than that in math equations. In this paper
we propose a unified framework for recognizing
handwritten chemical expressions including both
inorganic and organic expressions. A set of novel
statistical algorithms is presented in two key
components of this framework: symbol grouping and
structure analysis. Non-symbol modeling and intergroup modeling are proposed to achieve better
grouping result, and bond modeling is proposed to
group the special bond symbols in the unified
framework. A graph-based representation (CESG) is
defined for representing generic chemical expressions,
and the structure analysis problem is formulated as a
search problem for CESG over a weighted direction
graph. Experiments on a database of more than 35,000
expressions were conducted and results are presented.

(a) Inorganic chemical expression

(b) Organic chemical expression

Figure 1: Examples for chemical expressions
Little work on handwritten chemical expression
recognition was reported previously. Neural network
was used in [8] to recognize chemical heterocyclic
rings. A system was presented in [9] to recognize
handwritten organic chemical compounds. SVM was
used for symbol grouping and recognition, and local
spatial context and a set of domain-specific constraints
were used for structure interpretation. A system for
auto generation of 3D views of handwritten organic
molecules was proposed in [12] with the focus on 3D
structure generation rather than recognition. Strong
assumptions such as every symbol written in one stroke
were needed for the recognition algorithm. [13]
presented a system to recognize handwritten chemical
formula image from a structural representation. [14]
proposed a two-level algorithm to recognize
handwritten chemical expressions. A useful set of
strokes, structural and syntactic features are adopted
for segmentation and recognition while some organic
loop symbols are pre-defined. It didn’t mention how to
handle chemical compounds with arbitrary structure.
We propose a unified framework for recognizing
both inorganic and organic expressions. The
framework consists of three components – symbol
grouping, structure analysis and semantic verification.
Given a series of ink strokes, symbol grouping
segments the strokes into groups that constitute symbol
candidates. In addition to modeling common chemical
symbols, we create models for non-symbols and bond
symbols in symbol grouping in order to reduce the rate
of mis-grouping. Non-symbol and bond modeling also

1. Introduction
Handwritten scientific expression recognition is one
enabling technology to achieve natural user experience
in human computer interaction especially in the
education domain. While some promising results[1][3]
[10][11] were reported and a few commercial software
products[4][5] were released on recognizing
handwritten math expressions in the past few years, the
research on recognizing chemical expressions was
much less active.
Chemical expressions include formula and equations
from both inorganic and organic chemistry. While the
inorganic expressions have strong structural
resemblance to math expressions, diagram like organic
formula are much more different and complex due to
various bonds as illustrated in Figure 1. These
characteristics present challenges not only on
recognizing organic expressions, but also on designing
a unified solution for recognizing both inorganic and
organic expressions.
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enable symbol grouping to be conducted in a consistent
manner for both inorganic and organic formula.
Once the input ink strokes are grouped into potential
symbols, structure analysis is conducted to determine
the structural relationship among symbols including
bonds. We formulate structure analysis into a graph
search problem in which based on defined criterion, the
correct expression structure is the optimal graph of the
weighted direction graph representing symbol
relationship. Semantic verification leverages domain
knowledge to refine the recognition candidates of
structure analysis and produce the final result.
It should be noted that both spatial and contextual
information is statistically incorporated into the
proposed framework and delayed decision making is
used at every stage of the statistical framework in order
to search for the optimal recognition result using
information from all components.
The technical contributions of our work are in three
aspects. First of all, this is the first time a unified
framework for recognizing both inorganic and organic
expressions is proposed. Second of all, we propose a
systematic symbol grouping algorithm that handles
common symbols and bonds in a consistent manner.
Third of all, we propose a Chemical Expression
Structure Graph (CESG) to represent both inorganic
and organic expressions as well as a weighted direction
graph representation for searching CESG to identify
the structures of chemical expressions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
details of symbol grouping and structure analysis are
discussed in Section 2 and 3, respectively, followed by
discussion on semantic verification in Section 4.
Experimental results are presented in Section 5. We
conclude the paper in Section 6.

lies in the quality of individual symbol recognition
result and the utilization of other information that helps
reduce the underlying grouping confusion. Most
approaches often use symbol recognition results and
positional stroke relation as clues. Spatial grammars
on structure symbols are defined and used in symbol
grouping in [10]. Here we present novel techniques that
not only improve symbol recognition confidence but
also incorporate spatial and contextual information into
symbol grouping.

2. Symbol Grouping

The rich spatial and contextual information between
neighboring symbol groups can be captured by intergroup modeling (Eq(2)) which is effective in reducing
under-grouping errors.

Given a stroke sequence (o1, o2,…,oN) of N strokes,
the goal of symbol grouping is to find the optimal
symbol sequence (G1, G2,…,Gn) with corresponding
boundaries in the maximum likelihood sense as shown
in Eq (1)
Gmax 


max

P((G1 , G2 ,Gn ) | (o1 , o2 ,o N ))

max

 P( S | Gi ) P(Gi | Gi 1 )

(G1 , G2 ,Gn )

n

(1)

(G1 , G 2 ,G n ) i 1

where P(S|Gi) is the probability of group Gi forming a
symbol S and P(Gi|Gi-1) is the probability that group Gi
is the successor of group Gi-1.
Dynamic programming is usually used to optimize
the overall symbol recognition results across the entire
sequence. The key to achieving high grouping accuracy

2.1. Non-symbol modeling
Different from individual symbol recognition,
recognizing a symbol in a stroke sequence requires that
a symbol hypothesis be rejected, i.e. extremely low
recognition score P(S|Gi) is provided, when the
underlying stroke sequence does not constitute a valid
symbol, e.g., when over-grouping occurs. Otherwise
symbol boundaries cannot be determined correctly.
This means that the model space spanned by the valid
symbol models is incomplete and it must be
supplemented with non-symbol models.
In our implementation, we build non-symbol models
iteratively using training data. The initial non-symbol
model is built using the incorrect grouping results
obtained without non-symbol model. Then non-symbol
model is added to conduct symbol grouping on the
training data again and better grouping results are
obtained. The initial non-symbol model is improved
using the incorrect grouping results from the second
round. As the process is repeated, both the non-symbol
model and the symbol grouping result are improved.

2.2. Inter-group modeling

P(Gi | Gi 1 ) 

 P(Gi 1 | S1 ) P(Gi | S 2 ) P(Gi 1 , Gi , R j ) P(S 2 | S1 , R j )

S1, S 2 , R j

(2)

In Eq(2), S1 is the symbol candidate of stroke group
Gi-1, S2 is the candidate of the successor group Gi, and
Rj is the possible spatial relationship between Gi-1 and
Gi. P(S2|S1,Rj) represents the occurring probability of
S2 given the preceding symbol S1 and relationship Rj.
P(Gi-1|Gi, Rj) represents the probability of Gi-1 and Gi
with relationship Rj. As shown in Figure 2, nine spatial
relations are defined for Rj based on the characteristic
of chemical formula. P(Gi-1|Gi, Rj) is calculated using
Gaussian Mixture Model.
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2.3. Bond modeling
Bonds are special symbols in organic formula.
There are three types of bonds – single bond, double
bond and triple bond (Figure 3a). Same as other
chemical symbols, these bonds need to be recognized
in symbol grouping in order for structures containing
these bonds to be identified correctly. Handwritten
bonds are difficult to recognize because bonds can be
written using various number of strokes and late strokes
are often present in bonds (Figure 3b).
Left-super
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Subscript

Figure 2: Spatial relations for inter-group
modeling
Single bond

Double bond

Triple bond

(a) Three kinds of bond symbols
Connected strokes
Extended bond symbols
Late stroke
(b) Writing variance of bond symbols

Figure 3: Bond symbol
Unlike the heuristic based approaches, we propose a
learning based algorithm to overcome the above
challenges. First of all, an extended bond symbol is
defined to represent all types of bonds that are written
in one stroke (Figure 3b). The models of extended
bond symbol are built using the training data set. The
extended bond symbol is treated the same way as other
symbols in symbol grouping, i.e. candidate groups of
extended bond symbol will be present if the underlying
expression consists of organic formula. At the second
step, each extended bond symbol is split into single
bond using a Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [6] based
corner detection algorithm. Then neural network is
used at the last step to verify the resultant bonds from
the second step and group the valid ones into single,
double and triple bonds.
Using the above bond modeling algorithm, symbol
grouping of inorganic and organic expressions is
unified in the same recognition framework.

relationship among the stroke groups and determine the
recognized symbol for each stroke group. In this
section, we first propose a representation named
Chemical Expression Structure Graph (CESG) to
represent both inorganic and organic expressions and
then formulate structure analysis as a search problem
for CESG over a weighted direction graph constructed
using the symbol grouping result.

3.1. Chemical Expression Structure Graph
Chemical expressions have two-dimensional
structure and this structure is further complicated by
the enormous ways that atoms and molecules are
connected by bonds in organic chemistry (Figure 1b).
A Chemical Expression Structure Graph GCES(V, E)
is a directed graph in which V  {v, v Vchem } is the set
of chemical symbols in a given chemical expression.
Here Vchem is the set of all chemical symbols with two
subsets as defined in (3).
Vchem  Vbond Vnonobond ,Vbond  {, , }
(3)
E  {e, e  Econnection} is the set of edges connecting
the symbol vertices according to the expression
structure. As defined in (4), there are four types of
connections between symbols.
Econnection  {Ec , Enc , E peer , Esub }
(4)
Ec and Enc can only connect bond symbols. Ec
means that two bond symbols are indirectly connected
via an atom and Enc means that the connection is direct
with atom omitted, e.g. Carbon. Any two non-bond
symbols as well as one bond symbol and one non-bond
symbol can be connected by either Epeer or Esub. Epeer
means that two connected symbols are equal in terms
of spatial position. Any vertex has at most one
incoming and outgoing Epeer, respectively. Esub means
that one symbol is spatially subordinate to the other. It
always originates from non-bond symbol; and at most
one Esub can originate from a non-bond symbol. Figure
4 shows examples of CESG for parts of expressions in
Figure 1.
Ec
Enc
Epeer
Esub

3. Structure Analysis
Figure 4: Examples of CSEG
The output of symbol grouping is a sequence of
stroke groups each having n candidate symbols. The
goal of structure analysis is to identify the structural

3.2. Constructing Weighted Direction Graph
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We now construct a weighted direction graph GWD
in order to conduct global and statistical search for the
optimal CESG. This global approach can avoid
unrecoverable errors caused by local optimization. A
similar approach was presented in [2] for analyzing
math expressions, but little discussion was found on
calculating edge score in the graph to be searched.
The candidate symbols generated by symbol
grouping are the vertices of GWD. The same types of
edges are defined as in (4). Possible edges between any
pair of vertices are constructed and a weight
representing the connection strength is assigned to each
edge. The edge weight is calculated in (5) by
incorporating the symbol recognition results, the spatial
relationship between symbols and the contextual
relationship of the two symbols.
Econnection (S a , Sb , R)  P (Oa | S a ) P (Ob | Sb )

(5)

P  (Oa , Ob | R, S a ) P (Sb | S a , R)

In (5), Sa and Sb are symbol candidates; R is the
edge type representing the relationship between Sa and
Sb. Generated by the symbol grouping component,
P(Oa|Sa) and P(Ob|Sb) are the probabilities that two
symbols are recognized as Sa and Sb, respectively.
Calculated using the spatial model and the contextual
model respectively, P(Oa,Ob|R,Sa) and P(Sb|Sa,R)
represent the probability that symbol Sb is subordinate
to symbol Sa under relationship R. Parameters α, β and
γ are used to combine the above probability values into
one edge score Econnection(Sa,Sb,R).
We now use the edge type Esub to explain how to
calculate P(Oa,Ob|R,Sa). We define a rectangular
control region (Figure 5) for Sa and examine the spatial
distance from Sb to the control region. The shorter the
distance is, the more likely Sb is subordinate to Sa.
Since Ob is the stroke group of Sb, the sample points of
Ob are used to calculate this spatial distance as the
probability of Ob in the control region. For a sample
point (xi, yi), this probability is calculated using (6)
where OR( xi ) and OR( yi ) are the horizontal and vertical
offsite to the control region, respectively;
P (( xi , yi ) | R, S a ) 

1
1
*
| OR ( xi ) | 
| OR ( y i ) |  y
1 (
) x 1 (
)
x0
y0

(6)

(x0, y0, γx, γy) are parameters of the distribution model.
P(Oa,Ob|R,Sa) is then calculated by averaging
P((xi,yi)|R, Sa) for all the sample points of Ob.

Figure 5: Rectangular control regions for
reaction condition and bond

P(Oa,Ob|R,Sa) for the other edge types are calculated
using similar approaches. The parameters for control
regions and distribution models are obtained via
training on a fairly large data set.
There is strong contextual information between
symbols due to the domain characteristics of chemistry.
For example, the co-occurrence of atoms Carbon C and
Oxygen O and the co-occurrence of single bond – and
Carbon C. Using a large training set, this kind of
contextual information can be modeled and used to
calculate the last item P(Sb |R, Sa) in (5) as shown in (7)
P( Sb | Sa , R) 

P( R, Sa , Sb ) C ( R, Sa , Sb )

P ( R, S a )
C ( R, S a )

(7)

Where C(R, Sa, Sb) is the number of co-occurrences of
symbol Sa and Sb with relationship R; and C(R,Sa) is the
number of occurrences of Sa having relationship R with
any other symbol. Smoothing technique is used when
there are not enough data for some symbols in the
training data set.

3.3. Searching Optimal CESG
After the weighted direction graph GWD is
constructed, the structure of the underlying chemical
expression can be obtained by searching for the optimal
CESG on GWD using the criterion defined as:
Mn

N

CES
G max


max

( n)
m
M n , Si , S m
j , Rk


(

n 1

E m connection( S i( n ) , S mj , Rkm )) M n

(8)

m 1

where N is the number of stroke groups, Mn is the
number of outgoing edges for nth symbol, and
E m connection( S i( n) , S mj , Rkm ) is edge weight.
Before search is conducted, pruning is done on the
weighted direction graph using edge weight in order to
improve the search efficiency. Then breadth-first
search algorithm with pruning is utilized to find the top
N optimal CESGs that represent the structure of the
underlying chemical expression.

4. Semantic Verification
The top N optimal CESGs generated by structure
analysis are re-ranked using semantic verification.
Penalty scores are assigned to those candidate CESGs
if they fail the validation.
We conduct grammar checking and valence
checking to verify candidate CESGs. For grammar
checking, we create context-free grammar based on the
syntactical characteristics of chemical expressions. For
example, numerical symbols cannot be reactant or
product; and chemical elements cannot be subscript or
superscript. The context-free parsing algorithm
described in [7] is used to analyze CESGs.
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CESG over a weighted direction graph constructed
using statistical modeling that leverages both spatial
and contextual information. Semantic verification is
used to re-rank top N optimal CESGs generated by
structure analysis. The experiment results on a large
data set show the effectiveness of our framework.

5. Experiment
We conducted experiments using the proposed
framework on our own database that consists of 35,932
handwritten chemical expressions written by 300
different people. The database contains 2,000 unique
chemical expressions copied from the chemistry text
books of high school and colleague. The total number
of chemical symbols covered in the database is 163
including chemical elements, digits, reaction condition
symbols, e.g., ‘=’, ‘’ and ‘
’, operators, e.g., ‘+’,
‘-’, and other frequently used symbols such as ‘↑’, ‘↓’,
‘%’, ‘℃ ’, etc. Various drawings of bond samples are
present in the samples, too. Figure 1 shows some
example expressions. About 25% of the samples are
organic expressions. We divided the samples into a
training set and a testing set with 25,934 and 6,398
expressions, respectively.
In our experiments, we measure recognition
accuracy by expression, which is much stricter than
measuring by symbol. An expression is considered to
be correctly recognized if all of its symbols are
correctly segmented and the underlying structure of
those symbols is correctly identified. The average
length of expressions in our database is about 21
symbols. Each component in our recognition
framework was evaluated and the results are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Recognition Rate (%)
Symbol Grouping
Structure Analysis
Symbol Grouping +
Structure Analysis
Symbol Grouping +
Structure Analysis +
Semantic verification

Top 1
85.9
84.1

Top 2
92.4
85.0

Top 3
94.1
85.5

Top 4
95.3
85.7

Top 5
95.6
85.8

74.1

79.8

81.8

82.6

83.0

75.4

80.6

82.2

82.8

83.1
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It should be noted that when evaluating the accuracy
of structure analysis, correct segmentation results were
used in order to decouple the structure analysis
component from the symbol grouping component.
Experimental results show that semantic verification
contributes 1.7% relative accuracy improvement.
Overall, our proposed framework achieved Top-5
83.1% recognition accuracy on our large handwritten
chemical expression database.

6. Conclusion
We presented a novel unified framework for
handwritten chemical expression recognition. A
statistical symbol grouping algorithm that handles
common symbols and bonds in a consistent manner is
proposed. A graph-based representation (CESG) is
defined for both inorganic and organic expressions and
structure analysis is formulated as a search problem for
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